Please submit the following personal comments to the record.

Thank you,

Bianca Benson
503.701.9203
September 17, 2015

Dear Sirs & Madams,

As a rural farm owner and a Friend of Clark County, I find the DSEIS lacking in the planning for ground water. Our home is under strict water usage which makes farming a complicated endeavor. We’ve had to resort to water storage and, while prudent, is still subject to ground water availability. With more large homes on oversided, paved lots in our rural lands each one of us is at risk of losing our water, including the new home owners. The environmental impact of thousands of more homes in our rural county will create hardships in the future that are not being carefully calculated now.

Sincerely,
Bianca Benson

---

We Support Alt No. 1

The more unstable the world becomes, from any of several possible disruptions, the more we should have the wisdom at the community level to build in alternative food system scenarios as a resiliency factor... protection of food and water.